
OUR HEATER BRANDS
HUUM DROP |  ELECTRIC |  WALL HEATER
This compact heater with its round design softens and livens
up the angular interior of a classic sauna. it also ensures a
soft, high heat. 

HUUM HIVE WOOD |  WOOD-BURNING |  FLOOR HEATER
The wood-fired stove has taken the ancient wisdom of building
sauna stoves to a new level with its durable component.

HUUM HIVE HEAT |  WOOD-BURNING |  FLOOR HEATER
A highly efficient wood-fired stove for smaller saunas with an unique
structure for efficient and clean burning.

HARVIA TOPCLASS |  ELECTRIC |  WALL HEATER
Staying true to the Finnish roots, the TopClass fills the room with
waves of intense, penetrating heat.

HARVIA VIRTA |  ELECTRIC |  FLOOR HEATER
The Virta’s strong structure and ease of maintenance make it
suitable for those who use the sauna often. It is operated by
a digital pad.

H E A V E N L Y  S A U N A

HARVIA CLUB |  ELECTRIC |  FLOOR HEATER
The Club is a heavy duty heater with enough steam for a large
group of users, from morning till night. It is operated by a digital
pad.

HUUM HIVE MINI |  ELECTRIC |  FLOOR HEATER
This is a slimmer version of the HIVE heater, ideal for home
saunas or day spas. 

HARVIA CILINDRO |  ELECTRIC |  FLOOR HEATER
This stylish pillar heater is ideal for many needs. It can be
operated either by built-in controls or through a digital pad.

HARVIA KIPB OR KIPW | ELECTRIC |  WALL HEATER
Designed and made in Finland, the KIP is a veteran heater that
generates an intense, satisfying heat each sauna session.

HARVIA WALL |  ELECTRIC |  WALL HEATER
The Wall is compact, stylish, and user-friendly, suitable for
medium-sized sauna rooms. It comes with built-in, top-side
controls. 
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